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A mesoscale meteorological numerical model is chosen for performing the CYBER 205 vectorization technique. Three
computational modules of the model (vertical diffusion, horizontal advection, and a computation including surface con-
-rasts) are selected as working examples. A vectorization technique, denoted as "orthogonal vectorization," is developed
which is based on the model's computational structure and the CYBER 205's computer-parallelism and vector processing.
Experimental results showed that for the selected examples, a speed-up by a factor of ten of the model execution on the
CYBER 205 has been achieved. Provided further experiments and developments are performed, such an increase in executional
speed is expected to produce profound impacts on mesoscale modeling in particular, and on atmospheric modeling in general.

Key Words others) will be applied to vectorizing an atmospheric

mesoscale, primitive-equation model, which has been used
.CYBER 205 vectorization successfully in simulating various atmospheric mesoscale
.Meteorological model processes (such as sea/land breeze circulation; mountain-
.Orthogonal vectorization technique valley circulation; air pollution simulation; etc.). The

model was originally developed by [5] and refined by [6],
I. Introduction [7], [8], and [9]. Details of the model's physical and

computational aspects can be found in these studies.
Nowadays, a universal approach to optimize the

computer execution of large-scale scientific computation Computationally, the model integrates one time step
problems on a supercomputer is to best adjust the program- by solving a set of partial differential equations, pro-
parallelism to the computer-parallelism. The computer- viding initial and boundary conditions are chosen, at all
parallelism concerns mainly the optimal data array lengths the grid points over, a three-dimensional domain. The
such that the computer offers its most efficient perfor- model dimensions are typically 40 x 40 x 20. A listing of
mance. The program-parallelism is associated with the the general model governing equations (in a terrain-
fraction of total task in a program which can be executed following coordinate system) which are relevant to this

simultaneously. From the architectural point of view, the study is given in Fig. 1 in which u, v, w, are wind
CYBER 205 computer differs from other computers in that, velocity components in the x, y, z* directions, respec-
among other features, it uniquely favors long vector tively; e is potential temperature; n is equivalent to
executions. On the average, the performance of the CYBER pressure (equation 7 converts pressure to n); q is
205 increases monotonically with vector length. There- . f . h . d. t ~ ..01 Ke

ddy h nge coef...specJ. J.C umJ. J. Y' A are e exc a -

fore, the CYBER 205 hardware parallelJ.sm J.S assocJ.ated ' , z' z

with making vectors as long as possible (within the limit ficients which must be parameterized. The bottom of the
of 65535). model is denoted by terrain height (ZG)' and the model

A . t t t . tt t . t t .top is a material surface (height s); w* is the verticaln 1mpor an concep J.n a emp 1ng 0 vec orJ.ze a h. 11 . t ( 1 ) h CYBER 205 velocJ.ty J.n the terra1n follow1ng coordJ.nate system. T e

conventJ.ona y wrJ.t en sca ar program on t e0 h Id t f .

t t th 1 t d background wJ.nd has 1tS x, y dJ.rectJ.on components U
d1S: ne s ou no J.rs accep e sca ar struc ure an g an

merely "translate" it into vector instructions; instead, V, respectively; f is the Coriolis parameter and 's
one should, to the best extent possible, "reconstruct" t gh . t t . 1 1 t .g J.

...e gravJ. a J.ona acce era J.on.vector structure and convert 1t dJ.rectly J.nto vector
instructions. [1] stated the difference between syntactic A b. 1 ..- 1 a

ng.
an sch eme 's used to . t .

d . t .. Th f cu J.C sp 1ne quasJ. agr J. J.vector~za J.on a~ s,:,mantJ.c v.ec 0.rJ.zat1on. e essence 0 solve the advection terms, while the implicit finite
semantJ.c vector1zatJ.on, as J.mplJ.ed from that study, con- difference scheme is used to solve the diffusion terms.
cerns. develop1n~ new approaches (~.g.., a parallel. algo- The physical background of the model's application which
Clthm, a program s structural redes1gn, etc.) by whJ.ch the. 1 t d t th t t d is a numerical simulation " h . 11 . 1" . b h d . t 1S re a e 0 e presen s u Ymat ematJ.ca y.sequent1a operatJ.ons can,:, c ange 1n 0 of sea/land breeze circulation generated by surface dif-
paralleloperatJ.ons. Fo.r example,. as shown J.n that st,:,dy, ferential heating and modified by background wind. The
the sequentJ.al Gauss-SeJ.del al.8°r1t~ can b~ changed.1nto physical driving mechanism of the circulation comes from
the ~arallel Red/Black algor1thm 1n solv1ng .a PoJ..sson surface thermal contrast due to different heat capacities
equat1on. There are often, of course, port1ons .1n a over land and sea under the input of solar radiation. The
convent1onal progralB where vector structures are e1ther f . t .

s then tran spor t ed upward th gh1 d ..
( " .." ) b h sur ace energy 1npu 1 roua re~ y ex1stJ.ng .auto.ve.ctorJ.zat1on or ca~ e rat er atmospheric turbulence and diffusion processes. Mean-

stra1ghtforwardly 1dent1f1ed and translated 1nto vector h .
l th t em 's modulated by the horizonta l trans port . t t . ( . t . t . ) W1e, esys J.1ns ruc 10ns syntact1c vec orJ.za J.on .(advection) processes due to the resultant of the back-

I h d th CYBER 205 E l . t ground wind and the thermally induced flow.n t" present stu y, e xp 1C1
Vectorization techniques (e.g., [1], [2], [3], [4], among
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du ~"z--i"ZG z-~,
--fy-fVa-I-+a- --a=- -(I)dl ~. i~' ,~.

-, ,
+(-L ) -2- (K"~U ) ~( ~u) ~( au)"-ZG ~z- .az; +ax KHax +jy KHjy'

dv ~" z- -i ~ZG z-~,
-'-(u+flIa-I-+a-=- --a-=- -(2 )dt ~Y' ~y ,~y

( - )' ' ( ) ( ) ( ), ...~v ~ ~v ~ ~v+"i-=-iG az; K. az; + ~ KH ax, + jy KH jy .

,
de ( i ) ~ ( .~I ) ~ ( ~e ) ~ ( ~I )di' ;-::"'iG" az; K. az; + ~ KH ax + iY KH jy .(3)

5
( T )' ~ ( ..1;9. ) ~ ( ~ ) ~ ( ~q)dl .;-=z;;; a;o K. ~z- + ax KH~. + a;: KH a;: .(.)

~u ~v ~w- I ( ~ZG ~ZG) I (~, au ~,
)-.-+ ---u -+ v -+ --+ U -+ v-. 0 (5)

~. ~y ~z- '-ZG ~. ~y '-ZG ~I ~. ~y

~" '-ZGand a;o'-~ale (6)

( P ).".where" .c. p-;; .(7)

from thp present study, such a coffi!,ut"tional-p"rtition
approach provides uS with one of the fundamental bases of

vector processing.
For three-dimensional atmospheric modeling, it is

usually true that, at any instant during the model execu-
tion, the computation throughout the model domain is only
in one direction, with the grid points on the ~
perpendicular ~ ~ direction (hereafter denoted as
vector-resident planes, or VRP) being either independent
of each other or linearly related with each other. In the
following categorization, "homogeneous" refers to the
situation in which the same computation is performed at
all grid points on the VRPs; and "inhomogeneous" refers to
the situation in which more than one type of computation
exists on the VRPs. Based on this, the quantities shown
in Fig. 1 may be categorized as:

.Group A: Independent-Homogenous terms

.Group B: Dependent-Homogenous terms

.Group C: Independent-Inhomogeneous terms

.Group D: Dependent-Inhomogeneous terms

For example, Group A contains the following model equation
terms:

.X-direction:i '. ( 3S 3s 3S ) '.-i ( 3rc 3rc )w.a-w-- -+u -+y- +- u-+Y-
S-rc '-rc3t 3x 3y S-rc 3x 3y'

d 3 3 3 3and-a-+u-+y- +w.-dt 3t 3x 3y 3...
$3s J"' a a ,

-a-= J I-Cu(s-rc»+-cy(s-ZG»jdz.
at s ,ax ay

(8)

.V-direction:

~"~

(9)
~ 0 ~.~.Z-direction: w oz; az <~ OZ), oz

<. = u, V, 6"or q)

In the X-direction category, for example, the
direction on which the gradient terms are evaluated and/or

with which a physical process is associated (hereater
denoting this direction as "computational direction") is
the x-axis direction. The grid points on the YZ-planes
(i.e., the VRPs in this case) are independent of each
other, and the computations are performed homogeneously at
all the grid points on the YZ-planes.

Group B contains the following model quantities:

ril. 

1. Tbe leDeral IDverDiDI equations of the workiDI .odel. Tbe
equatioDs are, HorizoDtal .0meDt.. equatioDa in X- and Y-
dir.ctioDS (.q. (1). (2»; Tbermodynamic equatioD (3); Hoistur.
.quatioD (4); Hass CoDservatioD .quotiOD (5); Hydrostatic equa-
tion (6); definition of scolod pressur. (7); vertical ."'DtU8
equation (8); aDd --del top b.ilbt equatioD (9). Details on

equationa are iDcluded iD tbe a.lected reprints (Append", 8).

ihe miill1 purpose of this study is to show how such a
large-scale, physically complicated numerical model can be
vectorized on the CYBER 205- to achieve a factor-of-ten
speed-up on its computer execution, by utilizing a vector-
ization technique which concerns restructuring the model
such that long vectors (length = 0(103)) can be estab-

lished in a relatively simple way.

In Section II, a logical analysis is first shown
which is performed on the working model. The terms in the
governing equations (see Fig. 1) will be divided into
groups associated with different types of computation.
Inherent-parallelism will be identified through this

analysis, which will then be utilized to construct long
vectors for the purpose of matching model's program-
parallelism to the CYBER 205 computer-parallelism. Based
on this structural analysis, a particularly designed
vectorization technique will be illustrated in Section
Ill. Section IV contains descriptions of three vectoriza-
tion experiments, using the model's diffusion, advection,
and the computation of surface energy fluxes as examples.
The summary and conclusion of the study are provided in
Section V.

a au
ay (~ ay).X-direction:

B Bv
ax (~ ax].Y-direction:

3u 3v 3zG 3zG 3s 3s-" -" u -" v -" u -" v -
3x' 3y' 3x' 3y' 3x' 3y.Z-direction

II. A Struct!!ral Analysis

As discussed by [10], the computational principle of
numerical weather prediction is associated with an
approach of "splitting," by which the bulk of the compli-
cated four-dimensional weather prediction computation is
practically accomplished through a "piece-by-piece" type
of approach. As stated in that study, this principle
greatly simplifies the complicated numerical weather
,.r",llction prohlpm". It tllrn" out that. as will be clpar

In this group, quantities are evaluated homogeneously
over the grid points on the VRPs, and the gradient terms
are evaluated directly on the VRPs. In this case, each
gradient computation depends on a pair of grid points if
simple first-order finite differencing is used; it depends
on three grid points if central differencing is used; etc.
In either case, the depen6ence is a linear relationship.

Group C contains boundary layer parameterization
quantities which are not explicitly included in the equa-
tions shown Fig. 1. For example, the computation of
surface energy flux over land is different frO)U that over
sea surface; but the computation at each grid point is
independent of its neighboring points on the '/RP (in this
case, the bottom plane of the model).

Environmental Software, 1986, Vol 1, No.1 11
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Group D contains quantities involving inhomogeneous

computations (on the VRPs) in which each grid point
depends on its neighboring points (on the same VRPs).
Currently, the model does not have such quantities. In
the future, when higher degrees of complexity involving
atmospheric scale-interactions (i.e., interactions between
the resolvable quantities and the subgrid-scale quanti-
ties) are incorporated into the model (work of this is
under development), there will be quantities which can be
categorized into Group D.

The fundamental advantage of such a structural
analysis on the model governing equations is that one can
easily and accurately recognize, at any instant during
model executions, ~ ~ inherent-parallelism ~ !!!!!
~ !-? construct ~ ~ ~ ~ parallelism. After
such a vector structure is established in the model, it
can be rather straightforward to build vector instructions
using the Explicit Vectorization syntax.

III. A Vectorization Technique

From the discussions in the last section, it seems
that a natural way to vectorize the model is to construct
vectors on the VRPs, since in this case the vector
elements are, in general, simultaneous and independent
(for most of the terms in the working model). [1] illu-
strated the "simultaneous solution methodology," and [11]
utilized multiple-variable plane-vectors constructed on
the cross-flow planes.

Based on our preliminary experiments, we developed a
vectorization technique independent from those referenced
above. This technique, hereafter referred to as
"orthogonal-vectorization," is similar, in a one-
dimensional sense, to those aforementioned schemes, but
modified so that the ~ ~ ~ perpendicular ~ ~
computational directions, and the vectors are always
full-length (total number of model grid points).

.ORTHOGON~-VECTORIZATION DATA STRUCTURE

Specifically, the orthogona1-vectorization concerns
two ~ associated with model execution and its vec-
torization: one is the dimension of model's 3-D data
arrays, which is denoted as "full-length"; the other,
which hereafter will be referred to as "practical vector
length (PVL)," is the actual number of data elements on
which simultaneous operations are performed. For the type
of numerical model discussed in the present study, this
approach of using dual-lengths is both necessary and

beneficial. It is necessary because, due to the often
existing complicated physical constraints such as spatial
boundary conditions, atmospheric models are usually
associated with PVL of 0(n2) rather than 0(n3), where n
is the number of grid points in one spatial direction.
Therefore, the PVL, in general, is not equal to the dimen-
sion. The dual-lengths approach is beneficial because
there are three spatial directions involved in the model
computation, thus in shifting from one computational
direction to another, keeping the VRPs to be always ortho-
gonal to the computational directions, there must be data
transfers (to assure contiguous data memory locations).
Using a constant dimension for all the 3-D arrays greatly
optimizes the data transfers (which must be performed for
0(105) times during a typical model run.

Figure 2 shows schematically the VRP, PVL, and
computational direction of a typical VECTOR (i.e.,
DESCRIPTOR, as defined in [4J) created by using the
orth~gona1-vectorization technique. During each model
timestep, there are three parts of computations corre-
sponding to the X, Y, and Z-directions. Between any two
directions, as well as between model arithmetic and model
input/output portions, there are data transfers. Extra
data transfers may be needed for terms in, for example,
Group B, since there are gradients which are evaluated not
on the as~ociated computational direction. Also shown~
Fig. 2 is that PVLs are always 0(n2), meaning that for
each of the three computational directions, the executions
involving all the grid points on the VRPs are done simul-
taneously (thus, among other things, there will never be
nested-DO loops). Of course, within the computational
direction, there may be more than one "sweep" (this will
be illustrated in the next section).

One of the fundamental advantages of the orthogona1-
vectorization is that the choice of using sequential
methods for the desired computation is retained. Because
vectors are always perpendicular to the corresponding
computational direction, the physical requirements can
generally be separated from the numerical efficiency
problems. Therefore, it is potentially feasible to incor-
porate higher degrees of physical complexities without
interfering with the numerical efficiency.

IV. Vectorization Experiments

It is realized that a detailed description of how to
implement a vectorization technique into a numerical
model, as well as how to evaluate its performance, would
be difficult without using a real example. In this
Section, three experiments of vectorizing the working
model, utilizing the orthogona1-vectorization technique,
will be described. The three experiments correspond to
vectorizing three computational modules in the working
model: vertical diffusion, horizontal advection, and the
computation of land/sea surface energy fluxes.

A. Vertical Diffusion'tno ...
A schematic illustration of tb. Ortbogonal-
V.ctorizatioD data atructur. for aD X-dir.ctioD
cO8putatioD, (a). aDd a Z-dir.ctioD cO8putatioD,
(b). NX, NY, aDd NZ or. tb. Dumb.ra of .rid
poiDta iD X, Y, aDd Z dir.ctiona. "PVL" ia tb.
practical v.ctor I.Dgtb, and "VRP" is tb. v.ctor
r.aid.Dt plOD. (a.. t.xt for tb.ir d.fiDitioDS
aDd uaa..a).

Fil' 2.
Atmospheric vertical diffusion processes are often

calculated using the following equation:

~ = ~ (Kc ~) Mat az z az I

1 2 Environmental Software, 1986, Vol 1, No.1
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A--P1-
1 -1+2Gp

+ (Co)B (5)
(1-2Ga)C~ + GaC~

B=~1 1 + 2Gp

-GpCt+l + (1+2GR)Ct+l -GPCt+l = Ft (6)
3 ..2 1 2

where C is the physical quantity to be diffused
(wind velocity; air temperature; water
vapor; pollutant concentration; etc.).

Kc is the eddy-exchange coefficient, for the
Z quantity C and for the vertical direction.

(Normally this coefficient is a function of
air property and spatial location.)

Computationa11y, equation (1) can be solved using
explicit or implicit methods. In general, the explicit
..ethod is limited by numerical stability constraints
associated with time and spatial resolution, although from
the vectorization point of view it is the better choice
since it has no recursive calculation. The implicit
method, on the other hand, is generally numerically stable
but recursive.

Using central-differencing for the vertical
derivative and an implicit scheme for the time derivative,
equation (1) can be rewritten as:

t+l t
Ck -Ck -Kk+~ t t t+l t+l
~ = (Z~~.-Z,J(Z..~,--Z"_L) [a(Ck+l-Ck) + I!(Ck+l-Ck »)

k+l k k+~ k-~

-GACt+l + (1 + 2Gp -GpA )Ct+l -GpB = Ft" 3 1 2 1Kk-\__~ 1 1 1+1 1+1-(ZL-ZL ,)(ZL,L-ZLL) [O(Ck-Ck-1) + P(Ck -Ck-1)] (2)

k k-1 k+~ k-~

where 0 = weighting factor for the "current" time step

(1).

P = weighting factor for the "future" time step
(1+1). (0+11=1. If 11=0, 0=1, equation (2)
is the explicit method.)

k = vertical index.

The eddy-exchange coefficient depends on location and

time; therefore, the quantity G (= K~) in the equa-

tions hereafter is a four-dimensional quantity and must be
updated at each model timestep. However, at each time-
step, the G array elements are updated independently
from diffusion calculation, after which the diffusion
process is evaluated. Therefore, in the following discus-
sions G (where the spatial and temporal indices are
omitted for clarity) is considered as a known 3-D quan-
tity. Equation (2) can thus be rewritten as a tri-

diagonal system:

-Gpc1+l + (1 + 2GP)C1+l -GpC1+1
k+l k k-1

1 ( ) 1 1 ( -
= GaCk+1 + 1 -2Ga Ck + GaCk-l

(7)

[3)

In order to build vectors, with PVL = NXoNY, on the
VRPs (in this case the XY-planes; NX and NY are the
numbers of grid points in X and Y directions. Normally NX
~ NY), we rewrite equation (3) utilizing the Thomas
Algorithm as follows:

.For the first level (k=l) equation (3) can be

rearranged as:

Ct+l1

t
) t+GaC(1-2Ga C1 2 + (C )B

" 0 + 1 + 2G..

For k = 3 through NZ-I, the above procedure is repeated.

Sununarizing, we see that the diffusion computation
involves two steps. The first step is an "upward sweep"
which uses equations (5) and (8), and the similar ones for
other vertical levels up to NZ-I, to obtain the A's and
B's; the second step is a "downward sweep" which uses
equations (4) and (7), and the similar one for other
levels plus the top boundary condition, to obtain the C's,
the desired solution.

The above procedure is sequential in the vertical
because, for example, the physical information associated
with the bottom boundary condition will be nonlinearly
transported upward during the upward sweep, while the top
boundary condition information will be transported non-
linearly downward through the downward sweep. Therefore,
although occasionally the possibility exists to construct
vectors of length 0(n3) for atmospheric models, this case
shows that vectors must not be constructed to have ele-
ments which are oriented 'tObe parallel to the associated
computational direction. On the other hand, this case
provides a typical example of PVL being 0(n2). That is,
the computational procedure shown above will be the same
for one vertical grid-column (PVL=I) over model's hori-
zontal domain and for all grid columns (PVL = n2), only

that for the latter situation the intermediate products
(A's, B's, G's, etc.) are vectors with length NXoNY.

Four computer codes for solving the diffusion problem
are used which are: CODE-I: solve the tridiagonal system
of equation (3) at one grid-column using the sequential
Gauss Elimination method and then multiply t"he execution

Ct+l1 (4)

-~ t+1
-1 + 2Gp C2

= A Ct+1 + B
1 2 11)

-

Environmental Software, 1986, Vol 1, No.1 13

(C )8 represents lower boundary condition (which
0 is not explicitly specified here) which,

as seen, enters into the following compu-
tations through the 81 term.

.For k=2, equation (3) is rewritten as:

where F~ = GaC~ + (1-2Ga)C~ + GaC~, being a known quantity

at time t. Hereafter the spatial subscript of F will
be omitted for clarity.

We use equation (4) to replace the C~+l term in

equation (6), and rearrange the resultant terms to obtain:
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The data transfers mentioned above were performed
using the conventional way (i.e., using nested-DO loops
for data indexing). As indicated previously, huge amounts
of data transfers must be included for normal model runs
utilizing the orthogonal-vectorization technique, it is
thus important that these data transfers be done in an
efficient way. In Table 1, the data transfers performed
using the CYBER 205 periodic selection functions (i.e.,
Q8VGARGP/Q8VSCATP, as defined in [4]) are compared with
that using the conventional way, for n = 5, 10, 30, 40
(full-length is n3). From Table I we see that the CPU
time needed using Q8VGATHP/Q8VSCATP is only about "7 per-
cent of that using nested-DO loops, for n = 40, the

typical model dimension in one spatial direction.

Table I. CPU time (microseconds) for the data memory
location transfers; TSQ = execution time using

nested-DO loops; TQ8 = execution time using

Q8VGATHP/Q8VSCATP.

time by NX.NY; CODE-2: as above but using the fully-
vectorized Cyclic Reduction method (S. Kumar, personal
conrnunication; [12J); CODE-3: solve equations (4)-(8)
sequentially as described above and then multiply the
execution time by NX-NY; CODE-4: solve equations (4)-(8)
using the orthogonal-vectorization technique (PVL=NX.NY).
For the last code, "minimum speed-up" refers to the
speed-up when data transfer is performed before and after
the diffusion computation (i.e., the compUtatiOnal direc:-
tion changes from, say, X-direction to Z-direction, on
which the vertical diffusion is computed, and then to
Y-direction) , while "maximum speed-up" refers to no trans-
fer at all.

Figure 3 provides the characteristics of the CPU time
used on each of the CODEs. we see that the orthogonal-
vectorization (CODE-4) produced faster executions of
5-times when the minimum speed-up is considered, and about
10-20 times when the maximum speed-up is considered, as
compared with the conventionally-used codes (CODE-I and
CODE-3). In the types of models discussed in this study,
each computational module (such as the vertical diffusion)
is associated with one data transfer. Therefore the
actual speed-up may be obtained by simply taking the
average of the minimum and the maximum speed-ups. The
fact that code-2 is less efficient than CODE-l and CODE-3
for the smaller lengths is probably due to the start-up
time effect as indicated, for Example, in [12].

Horizontal Advection

"ne o,xxerence equ3",on '5:

,~+l = ,~ -I1t(,,~)
, , "X

.t+l =.t1 1
f.t uP, (9)

where P.'s are the spline derivatives over the grid'-
points x.. The P.'s are linked to their neighboring

'- '-

points through a tridiagonal system:

t t tA.P. l +B.P.+C.P. +l =D; (10) '- '-- '- '- '- '- '-

Ftg. 3. Tbe CPU e.ecution ti.es (second) of tbe fouc
codes used in tbe computation of vertical diffu-
aion. CODE-l and -2 correspond to solvinl a
traidialonal syste. on tbe c.-putational direc-
tion usinl, respectively, tbe Gauss Eli.ination
..tbod and tbe vectorized Cyclic Reductinn
.etbod CODE-3 is a traditional (scalar) code.
CODE-4 is tbe Ortbolonal-Vectorization code (see
te.t for tbe definitinns of tbe _ini.WI and
ma...WI speed-ups).

X'+ l -X,A, 
=], ],

], Xi+l -Xi-l
where

B, 

= 2

t -t t t
D = 3Ai(~i ~i-J -t 3CiC.!-t1 -~i)

1 X. -X. 1 X'~ l -X. 1 1- )T 1

14 Environmental Software, 1986, Vol 1, No.1

~: -u ~ .(41: u,v,9,q),
at ax

Horizonlal advection processes in the working model
are simulated numerically using a quasi-Lagrangian cubic
spline interpolation method with a forward time differ-
encing. Details about this solution technique and its
application in the model can be followed in [8], [13],

[I4],and[I5.J.

For a simple I-D differential equation:
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-C3(P. lh. + P.b. + 2(,: 1 _,:»
].-]. ].]. ].- ].

unavoidable scalar structure in the program (such as
nonlinear iterations, nested-branching, etc.), there is
still the possibility of achieving a speed-up by a factor-
of-ten using the orthogonal-vectorization technique.

Schematically, the computational structure of the
module used in this experiment is shown in Fig. 5. The
whole procedure (Step 1 through Step 10, hereafter

referring to Fig. 5) is performed for each vertical grid-
column, and therefore it is repeated for 0(n2) times,
during each model timestep. The steps 1-3 concern the
omputations which are performed homogeneously over all

.he grid-columns. Thus, this part is similar to the
computations in the previous experiments.

tC = U. -l1t/h.
I. I.

where h.=X.-X. l .
1 1 1-

The CPU time of the solution using the sequential
Gauss Elimination method is compared with that using the
orthogonal-vectorization, as shown in Fig. 4. The solu-
tion methods used here are exactly the same as those in
the previous experiment; however, the data transfers are
performed using Q8VGATHP/Q8VSCATP. From Fig. 4 we see
that, again, the orthogonal-vectorization provided a
speed-up by about a factor-of-ten as compared with the
conventional (sequential) approach.
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f:z) ~l/TE SOW-MDIATIO\"
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QUM"TITIES ACCORDING TO
ITS STABILITY(n..ted-
two-..r branohin,). U ~

q..~. .
(3) Q)lG'lFrt LON~AVE IADIATIo.

llEACHING C;tOOND (RL )

[5) dlo.. "-ricol atoadin...

(6) ~Plm SENSIIU AND LATENT
HEAT FI.IJXES( ~;Q.)

-.!:!) aJlPtm ~ IEATFUJI~)r

~IDOP .(~ONLY)(I) F .is-al. .~.-;.~..TS~

I N.~ T., , ...'" "', L--
Q, ,004 Q., ,-""S I

(10)
OITTER IDOP (LANO ONI.Y)

ril. 5. A _cb..atic illustration of tbe co8putational
procedure encountered in Experiment 3. Tbe
whole proc,1ure (STEP I throulb 10) will he
repeated for NX'1/'i ti..- durinl each .odel
ti.e_tep.

From step 4 to step 10 there are computations of the

following types:

.Constant inhomogeneity on VRP
.Time-varying inhomogeneity on VRP
.Nested-iteration
.Large amounts of FORTRAN Intrinsic Functions

As seen in Fig. 5, the "inner-loop B" and the "outpr-
loop" are performed for "land surface" grid points only.
and not for "sea surface" grid points. The sea/land-
distribution on the bottom plane of the model is constant
with time, although it is distributed irregularly. Such
contrast on the VRP can be treated using a specifically-
defined Control Vector. Step 4 contains two types of
computation (two-way branchinv) to be performed dependin!,
on an independently determined condition which varies witt,
time. Since this part is performed for both land and see
grid points, the situation is that: a time-varying t"o-
way branching is imposed on another constant t"o-,',,}
branch, nl(. Examples of such time-varying two-wa~' I,ram h-

LENGTH IN IC)RIZONTAL DIRECTIONS
!VERTICAL LENGTH. 201

Fia. 4 Tb. CPU ...cutioD ti.., (,.coDd) of tb. two
cod.. u..d iD tb. c_utatioD of horizontal
adv.ctioD. Dott.d liD. corr.'poDd. to a tradi-
tioDal acalar cod. Da.b.d aDd .olid liD.'
cDrr.'poDd to tb. OrtboaoDal-V.ctorizatioD cod..
Tb. data ...ory location traD.f.r. (i...,
OVERHEAD) or. dODO u.iDa Q8VGATHP/Q8VSCATP.

C. Comput_atioll with Inhomoaeneitv on VRP

The above two computational modules do not have
inhomogeneities on the 'v"RPs and do not have nonlinear
iterations. In the present experiment, these two types of
computations are included. They are involved with the
solution of atmospheric surface layer characteristics
which are not identical at land and at water grid points.
Numerically the physical quantities Ute (friction veloc-
ity), B" (the boundary temperature), and Ts (the
surface temperature) are calculated through iteration.
The purpose of this experiment is to show that even with
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t+l -t 2 t tCP.b. + C (P. l b. + 2P.b. + 3(. 1 -..»J. J. J. J. J.- J. J. J. J.- J.

Computationally, the procedure of solving this system
is th" same as that us"d in the last subsection, and
therefore is not be repeated here. Once the P.'s are

1
solved, the desired ne... value of the variabl" (~) due to
advection is obtained from:



.' I
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ing include, for example, the 'opposite-wind situations in
the horizontal advective process. Finally, the steps 4
through 10 involve three iterations (the "inner-loop B"
will be executed only after the "inner-loop A" is fin-
ished; the "outer-loop's" convergence test will be
executed only after the "inner-loop B" is finished, etc.).

The result of vectorizing this computational module
using the orthogonal-vectorization technique (in which,
for the nested-iterations, the "IF, GO TO" stat~ments are
used) is a speed-up of about 5-10 times. Provided refine-
ments are made to accelerate the convergences of the
nested iterations, a factor-of-ten speed-up can generally
be expected for such types of computations.
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v.~
A meteorological numerical model is chosen for

veC't-.orization experiments executed on the CYBER 205. The
model has computational modules typically contained in
atmospheric mesoscale models, such as vertical diffusion,
horizontal advection, computation of surface energy fluxes
where there are inhomo~eneities on the surface, etc.

In order to fully explore the inherent-parallelism of
the model so that long vectors can be constructed to match
with CYBER 205's computer-parallelism, a structural analy-
sis is performed upon the fundamental arithmetic opera-
tions associated with the model's execution. The advan-
tage of such a structural analysis is that one can easily
and accurately recognize, at any instant during model

executions, ~ ~ inherent-parallelism ~ ~ ~ ~
construct ~ ~ ~ ~ parallelism.

A particularly designed technique is used for the
vectorization experiments executed on the CYBER 205. The
technique, denoted as "orthogonal-vectorization," has been
developed according to physical requirements as well as
the CYBER 205 architecture and its vector processing.
S~arizing, the characteristics of the orthogonal vector-
ization include that it is designed to fulfill simultane-
ously the following conditions:

.a practical vector length of n2 (n is the number of
data in one direction)

.efficient data memory location transfers

.potential to incorporate higher degrees of physical
complexities

.potential to achieve higher computer performance
.appears to be as "user-friendly" as possible.

Experimental results showed that for the selected
three computational modules included in the working model
(vertical diffusion, horizontal advection, and the compu-
tation of land/sea surface energy fluxes), a speed-up by a
factor of ten has been achieved, being executed on the
CYBER 205. Provided further experiments and developments
are performed, such an increase in executional speed is
expected to produce profound impact on atmospheric
mesoscale modeling.
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